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Surce of diagram https://www.cips.org/knowledge/procurement-topics-and-skills/supply-chain-management/what-is-a-supply-chain/

What Makes up a Supply Chain?

Cost Efficiency and competitiveness  of a product depends on its entire supply  chain.

https://www.cips.org/knowledge/procurement-topics-and-skills/supply-chain-management/what-is-a-supply-chain/


Supply Chains for Components 

Production

Distribution Channels

More Realistically

Collaboration, coordination and integration are key to a successful supply chain.  



http://cmuscm.blogspot.com/2014/09/apples-sourcing-strategy.html

Location and Number of Apple Suppliers per Country

Global production is driven by Economies of Scale, low transportation cost;  
specialized skills/technology and increasing global trade integration 

The APPLE Global Supply Chain at a Glance



https://visual.ly/community/Infographics/technology/iphone-supply-chain
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https://www.cips.org/knowledge/procurement-topics-and-skills/supply-chain-management/what-is-a-supply-chain/

Min
inventory

Min
inventory

Pre-COVID Supply Chain Best Practices
Zero inventory; Just-in-time; Outsourcing; Demand pull production; 

Real-time forecasting; Lean Production; Joint inventory management; 
Centralized distribution; Rapid response  

Results: Low inventory & min excess
Capacity in the system

Lean Production Just-in-timeJust-in-time

https://www.cips.org/knowledge/procurement-topics-and-skills/supply-chain-management/what-is-a-supply-chain/


Supply Demand

• Government support programs;
• Monetary stimulus
• Shift in consumption demand
• Rise in consumer savings  • COVID restrictions

• Labor shortages
• Component and material shortages
• Absence of supply chain slack
• Transportation disruptions

The Supply Chain Shock 

Image source: https://www.istockphoto.com/search/2/image?mediatype=illustration&phrase=seesaw+balance

• Unusual speed of change
• Acceleration in e-commerce
• Inflationary impacts 
• Rising energy costs
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COVID Disruptions to the Global Supply Chain



https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/five-key-steps-mastering-supply-chain-complexity-julian-mosquera/

Post-COVID Supply Chain Trends
(Implications for real estate industry)

• Increased inventory
(Just-in-case)

• Increased Speed/agility 
• Supplier diversification
• Automation/digitization 
• Greater transparency

• & visibility in supply chain
• Greater supply chain integration
• Prepare for global fragmentation  
• RE-, near, & Multiple Shoring



Quick Inferences

• Increased inventory holding will increase demand for 
quality warehouse space

• E-commerce, increased speed and need to minimize 
inventory/ distribution cost will increase demand for 
large, state of the art warehouse/distribution facilities 

• Retail store space will double up as distribution centers
• Proximity to transportation HUB will be an advantage
• Use of alternate ports will increase leading to rise in 

activities in their hinterland linkages 
• RE-shoring to Mexico will cause regional shifts in supply 

chain activities
• Shift in import destination will impact on patterns of 

travel and hotel demand 



“More than half of the (German) companies reported problems in their supply 
chains or logistics, up 14% compared to the spring……. Of those companies, 72% 
are looking for new or additional suppliers, 32% are planning to shorten or 
change delivery routes and 15% are determined to relocate their own 
production.” https://www.euronews.com/next/2021/11/23/germany-economy-supply-chains

64% of US manufacturers say reshoring is likely 
following pandemic in March  2020 Survey. 
https://www.supplychaindive.com/news/manufacturing-reshoring-pandemic-

In a July 2020 survey of textile manufacturers, “14% 
Have made or plan to make minimal changes to sourcing
and manufacturing strategy. While 6% Have made or plan 

to make significant Localization changes to sourcing strategy.” 
https://www.supplychaindive.com/news/charts-reshoring-supply-chains/581246/

“ Zero of my members have reshored.” Craig Allen, President, 
US China Business Council, “Deciphering of the future of US-China Economic Relations” Symposium, 

Georgetown University, Nov 8, 2021

“There is a lot of talk about reshoring, but the ratio of imports to
domestic  production continues to increase for most industries.” 

https://www.bdc.ca/en/articles-tools/blog/are-canadian-businesses-reshoring-production

What is 
happening 

with 
Reshpring/?  

https://www.supplychaindive.com/news/manufacturing-reshoring-pandemic-
https://www.supplychaindive.com/news/charts-reshoring-supply-chains/581246/


Top 5 Influencing Factors, Reshoring in 
the US, 2010-2019

Rank Negative 
offshore factors

# times 
cited

1 Quality, rework, 
warranty

314

2 Freight cost 206

3 total 162

4 delivery 105

5 Rising wages 94

Top 5 Countries Reshoring from , US, 2010 -
2019

Reshoring

Rank country jobs companies %

1 China 50,641 850 43

2 Mexico 27,645 108 23

3 Canada 12,202 65 10

4 India 7015 25 6

5 Japan 6750 43 6

Table Source: Reshoring Initiative 1H 2020 Report @https://drive.google.com/file/d/1VJgvmHZ5StGeVmHwfnsaKGK0f5qoBTpa/view

RE-Shoring was under was before COVID Because of changes 
in International costs

GlobalData’s 2020 Supply Chain Vulnerability  Index identified US as 
having the most vulnerable and  China and Germany the least 
vulnerable supply chain. Canada and Mexico are moderately vulnerable. 
https://www.investmentmonitor.ai/analysis/supply-chain-vulnerability-index-2022 Reshoring is not equally urgent around the world



https://www.bdc.ca/en/articles-tools/blog/are-canadian-businesses-reshoring-production

Likelihood of reshoring by Canadian Industry, 2020

Likely – based on 
the declining  
ratio of imports to
domestic  

production. 

Modestly
likely - slight 

declines in imports
vs domestic 

Production  ratios

“Much about the future of reshoring in Canada remains uncertain. Some factors behind the trend may be transitory, 
such as lower U.S. energy costs. The pandemic’s still-unclear impacts on the economy  further cloud the picture. But 
other drivers will likely keep providing a  tailwind for reshoring, namely increasing wages and lower productivity growth 
in developing countries.”

Unlikely



https://www.international.gc.ca/trade-commerce/economist-economiste/analysis-analyse/china-canada-2020-commerce-chine.aspx?lang=eng

Canada’s Major Suppliers or
Supply Chain Partners

Chinese inputs in
Canadian production

For Canada, it may be
a question of diversifying

sources of supply



Trade is about resource allocation and market access at the world level.  

https://www.thebalancesmb.com/save-money-importing-1953389

Importing from a low wage country is more than cheaper products; it also
Allows an increase in supply/production volume. An international supply chain
Is built on usage of labor and resources from a number of countries  - interdependent 
ecosystems . 

Trade is about sharing resources including labor and markets. Trade allows
us to increase the supply of  goods and services by producing 

Internationally and efficiently.

• How much of  a price increase would consumers accept?
• Evolving trade relations may have a larger impact on Post-COVID realities 



Source: https://www.wto.org/english/res_e/statis_e/wts2019_e/wts2019_e.pdf

https://ourworldindata.org/trade-and-globalization

https://www.wto.org/english/res_e/statis_e/trade_evolution_e/evolution_trade_wto_e.html.

Rapid trade growth since the 1980’ Trade and income growth are correlated

Trade in Intermediate goods exceeds final goods

Why Global 
Supply Chain will

Not disappear



https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/CPTPP

Signatories and parties to the CPTPP (Comprehensive and Progressive Trans Pacific Partnership):  
Parties ; Signatories ;  Applicants

But will Trade and Global Supply Chain become Regionalized? 

(RCEP) Regional Comprehensive 
Economic Partnership – elimination
of 90% of tariffs (1/3 world GDP)

USMCA
(19% of 
world GDP)

Will China and the US decouple?
How will China+1 affect us?
Multiple shoring? 

CPTPP

RCEP will be the new
Global supply chain HUB

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/CPTPP


Diagram Source:: Economist Intellgence Unit, RCEP set to strengthen Asian supply chains, November 17th 2020

USMCA
US

Canada
Mexico

Regional Trade Groups in the Indo Pacific Region

RCEP = Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership
CPTPP = Comprehensive and progressive trans-Pacific partnership
ASEAN = Association of Southeast Asian Nations 

USMCA = US-Mexico-Canada agreement
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